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Abstract: Traditionally, damage identiﬁcation techniques in bridges have focused on monitoring
changes to modal-based Damage Sensitive Features (DSFs) due to their direct relationship with
structural stiffness and their spatial information content. However, their progression to real-world
applications has not been without its challenges and shortcomings, mainly stemming from:
(1) environmental and operational variations; (2) inefﬁcient utilization of machine learning algorithms
for damage detection; and (3) a general over-reliance on modal-based DSFs alone. The present paper
provides an in-depth review of the development of modal-based DSFs and a synopsis of the challenges
they face. The paper then sets out to addresses the highlighted challenges in terms of published
advancements and alternatives from recent literature.
Keywords: structural health monitoring; damage detection; modal analysis; machine learning;
non-stationary analysis; signal processing

1. Introduction

An aging road and rail infrastructure has initiated and sustained a considerable body of research
material over recent decades in the pursuit of enhanced certainty of structural condition and safety.
Many bridge structures are now subjected to trafﬁc loading conditions far in advance of their original
design criteria. This continual increase in operational condition loading accelerates structural fatigue
and reduces service-life; so much so that structural fatigue is no longer a single-structure problem,
but a national network issue [1].
Despite the magnitude of academic work on bridge damage detection and identification, the vast
majority of in-service bridge data is still collected via visual inspections. These methods are considered
to be tried and trusted within the bridge-owner community, but possess several limitations in their
scope and attain inconsistent results due to the disparity of inspector competency. International
inconsistencies are also prevalent with regards to damage parameter measurement, non-destructive
testing methods, condition state definitions, and inspection frequencies [2], which has resulted in
traditional inspection methods being perceived as overly subjective, resulting in recent measures being
taken by the international research community to standardise cross-border practices and definitions [3,4].
Recent ﬁgures estimate Europe’s highway bridge count to be circa one million [5], which would
infer that periodic visual inspections alone are not a practical option, and this has led to many
bridge-owners calling for increased integration of monitoring techniques with standard inspections [6].
Moreover, as maintenance costs dramatically increase when damage is left unattended, it is imperative
that bridge-owners detect such changes as soon as possible and conduct the necessary maintenance
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work in a timely manner to minimise life cycle costs. To this end, extensive research in the areas
of bridge maintenance and maintenance scheduling [7–9], in addition to reliability analysis [10–13],
has been conducted to assist the challenge, although this is also a work in progress. For example,
a traditionally popular method of maintenance scheduling is to use deterministic functions to conduct
time-dependant reliability analyses to model structural deterioration [14]; however, this method
of scheduling has been shown to neglect the time-dependency of uncertainty in resistance, which
increases over time [15]. Yang et al. [16] demonstrated that scheduling maintenance actions in this way
causes substantial maintenance delays, resulting in increased deterioration and repair costs for more
bridges than previously thought.
A more efﬁcient option for maintenance scheduling is to use known performance indicators that
represent the current structural condition and administer maintenance works once the performance
indicators breach deﬁned thresholds, in a method known as Reliability-Based Scheduling [17].
Traditionally, the performance indicators used for monitoring purposes have been modal-based
parameters. Many techniques incorporating modal parameters have been proposed, developed,
and expanded upon over the years, several of which are detailed in the following review papers [18–28].
However, the accurate determination of modal parameters from in-service bridges has proven to be
quite a non-trivial task that faces numerous challenges and limitations. The present review paper
differentiates from its predecessors by ﬁrstly identifying the most prevalent challenges and limitations
faced by modal-based Damage Sensitive Features (DSFs) and by subsequently presenting novel
solutions speciﬁc to each contentious area. The ultimate aim of such methodologies is to fulﬁl four
stages of assessment, as proposed by Rytter [29] (see Table 1). It is believed that by using vibration data
alone (which is the focus of this study), it is possible to achieve Levels 1 to 3; however, some authors
have stated that vibration-based methodologies alone are inadequate for predicting the remaining
service life of a structure (Level 4) without the incorporation of a sophisticated numerical model [30].
The structure of the paper is thus divided into two main sections, with the ﬁrst section presenting
the development of modal-based damage detection methodologies through the years and discussing
their challenges and limitations. The second section is further sub-divided in order to deal with each
identiﬁed issue individually and to discuss potential remedies that have been recently proposed in
the literature.
Table 1. Damage identiﬁcation levels.
Level

Label

Description

1
2
3
4

Detection
Localization
Assessment
Prediction

Detection of damage in structure
Localization of detected damage
Quantiﬁcation of damage severity
Estimation of remaining service life

2. Modal Based Damage Detection: Development & Challenges
2.1. Development of Modal-Based Damage Sensitive Features

As this paper’s aim is to highlight the most prevalent challenges regarding modal-based DSFs and
their possible solutions proposed in recent literature, the present section shall initiate this objective by
introducing numerous DSFs and detailing their theoretical background, development and application.
2.1.1. Natural Frequencies

The original attempt to discern damage in structures was proposed by Adams et al. [31] in the
late 1970s, and was later expanded by Crawly & Adams [32], where frequency shifts were used to
detect damage. Salawu [33] also stated that the natural frequency approach is potentially useful for
the routine integrity assessment of structures, given its ease of application and the global nature of the
identiﬁed frequencies. Generally, an assumption of linear-stationary structural response is made to
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allow the use of a Fourier-type transform to obtain the frequency content of measured vibration data,
prior to employing peak-peaking to discern modal frequencies. The global nature of modal frequencies
may not always lend itself well to damage localisation in complex structures [34–36], although they
can be utilised to do so for more regular geometries when given the undamaged and damaged states,
in addition to a sufﬁcient number of frequencies depending on geometry complexity, for instance;
two for a beam and three for an arch [37,38].
2.1.2. Modal Damping

Modal damping has been investigated as a possible damage sensitive feature due to the premise
that cracking in a cross-section will increase internal friction, which in turn raises the value of the
section’s damping [39]. Similarly, Yamaguchi et al. [40] recently observed that damping ratios are
particularly sensitive to the corrosion-induced damage of reinforced concrete beams. The drawback of
this feature, however, has been highlighted by William & Salawu [41] and Farrar et al. [42], who both
concluded that measuring modal damping from vibration data produced large standard deviations
that signiﬁcantly impair their effectiveness as a reliable damage indicator. Damping levels in bridges
are also nonlinearly inﬂuenced by vibration amplitude and operational effects [43]. Furthermore,
damping levels may rise or fall depending on the damage type, for instance; cracking in reinforced
concrete may increase damping due to increased internal friction and nonlinear behaviour, while the
failure/removal of a truss element may reduce damping. Therefore, it is important to consider the
expected deterioration when evaluating modal damping-based damage detection results.
2.1.3. Mode Shapes

Mode shapes are quite an advantageous condition assessment tool, being less inﬂuenced by
environmental effects than frequencies [44], while also containing spatial information that can be used
for damage localisation (Level 2 as per [29]). Many techniques have been developed over the years
such as the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) by Allemang and Brown [45], which detects mode
shape changes over the entire structure by taking advantage of the orthogonality of eigenvectors.
Kim et al. [46] furthered the MAC in the development of the Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion
(COMAC) method, which uses modal node displacement to detect and locate damage. Equation (1)
shows how COMAC can be applied to a node i, by measuring the normalised difference of mode shape
u ) and damaged ( ϕd ) conditions. The application of MAC and COMAC
vectors of the undamaged (ϕi,j
i,j
in bridge structures by Salawu and Williams [47] found that the methods could detect most structural
changes and locations, but also identiﬁed spurious damage. This was also observed when applied to
beam structures, by Salgado [48], who showed that COMAC was prone to indicating false damage
detections. COMAC remains a popular damage detection methodology across many engineering
disciplines, with more recent, civil-based, applications of COMAC focusing on its incorporation with
other methodologies to improve performance [49,50].

COMACi,j =

u d
[∑m
j=1 ϕi,j ϕi,j ]
2

2

m
u
d
∑m
j=1 ( ϕi,j ) ∑ j=1 ( ϕi,j )

2.1.4. Modal Curvatures

2

(1)

Pandey et al. [51] expanded mode shape monitoring theory to focus on modal curvatures, which
are mode shapes’ second derivative, in a technique known as the Modal Curvature Method (MCM).
It utilises the relationship between curvature (ϕ ) and ﬂexural stiffness (EI), as per Equation (2),
with the premise that one can discern stiffness loss through increased modal curvature values.
Equation (3) depicts how the MCM simply assesses the damaged curvature ( ϕd,j ) and undamaged
curvature ( ϕu,j ) values to detect damage. This methodology demonstrated a high level of damage
sensitivity and produced good results when tested [52]. Ho and Ewins [53] advanced the MCM
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by developing the Modal Curvature Squared Method, which ampliﬁes curvature variations so that
abnormal changes are clearly separated and more easily discerned.
The MCM also has some drawbacks; it requires many sensors to deﬁne higher modes and its
performance is dependent on the number of modes considered [54]. Moreover, using vibration
data to calculate curvatures inherently attains errors due to the application of the central difference
approximation method to displacement mode shapes. This issue is further ampliﬁed by high-frequency
noise that increases the variance of the extracted damage features [55], while using larger sampling
signals to avoid noise can cause truncation error [56]. These calculation errors have been deemed
unacceptable by some authors who compared the results with curvatures calculated from measured
strain values [57]. Given such drawbacks, the MCM alone is not recommended for the purposes
of damage identiﬁcation, although its appropriate utilisation in conjunction with other sub-optimal
modal parameters such as frequencies can enhance each other’s credentials. This was demonstrated
by Capecchi et al. [58], who enhanced natural frequency’s damage sensitivity on an arch bridge using
a course sensor distribution by taking advantage of MCM’s sensitivity to local variations to overcome
natural frequency’s indeterminacy of damage localisation in symmetric structures.
ϕ =
Δϕ =

m

M
EI

∑ ( ϕd,j −

j =1

(2)

ϕu,j )

2.1.5. Modal Strain Energy

(3)

Modal curvatures form part of many other modal-based DSFs, such as the Damage Index Method
(DIM) [59]. The DIM deﬁnes modal strain energy as the energy stored in a structure when it deforms in
its mode shape pattern [54]. Damage is determined by observed reductions in modal strain, indicating
that the structure is incapable of storing as much energy due to a loss of stiffness, as per Bernoulli-Euler
beam theory.
Kim et al. [35] found that modal strains performed better than frequency-based damage indicators
for damage localisation when assessed on Finite Element (FE) modelled beams. They also observed
that modal strains could reasonably estimate crack size, making it possible to quantify damage.
Yam et al. [60] observed that calculated displacement modes and strain modes for a tested plate
structure were almost the same; however, strain modes exhibited a higher sensitivity to local structural
change. Yam et al. also noted that the obtained strain response for higher modes was not very strong,
which would indicate that their damage sensitivity is limited in these modes. As the DIM is based
on modal curvatures, it therefore faces the same challenges as the MCM, as the central difference
approximation method is required in most cases. Additionally, the DIM also employs curve ﬁtting
techniques between sensor locations to obtain continuous strain values; however, this can smooth-over
and conceal local damage [54].
The DIM is presented in Equation (4), where β i,j represents the damage feature value for the ith
mode at location j. The values ϕu and ϕd are the curvatures of the undamaged and damaged mode
shapes, respectively; L is the element length; and variables a and b are the element limits.

.L
.b
.L u
2
2
[ ( ϕd ) dx + 0 ( ϕd ) dx ]
0 ( ϕ ) dx
.
β i,j = .ab
.L
.
2
2
L
[ a ( ϕu ) dx + 0 ( ϕu ) dx ] 0 ( ϕd )dx

(4)

The DIM was advanced by Cornwell et al. [61] to allow the application to be extended to
2-Dimensional (2-D) bending structures and again by Duffey et al. [62] for structures exhibiting
axial and torsional responses, although these methods require many more sensors and deviate from
the original curvature–ﬂexural stiffness relationship (Equation (2)).
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Modal ﬂexibility is another popular modal parameter that has been used for structural damage
detection. First proposed by Pandey & Biswas [63] and subsequently applied to bridges by Toksoy
& Aktan [64], the modal ﬂexibility method (MFM) deﬁnes the ﬂexibility matrix as the inverse of the
stiffness matrix (see Equation (5)). It is deemed that this format can be adequately deﬁned with fewer
modes than is required for stiffness matrices. This allows for greater damage sensitivity to be attributed
to the more easily extracted lower modes. Furthermore, the MFM combines the information of many
frequency modes into a single damage feature, which increases damage sensitivity. Wang et al. [65]
conﬁrmed that MFM advanced damage sensitivity when compared to other modal-based damage
indicators; while Shih et al. [66] demonstrated MFM’s damage localisation capabilities in beam and
plate structures when tested via a dynamic computer simulation.
One reason for MFM’s decent level of performance stems from its use of mass-normalised mode
shapes, which allow the ﬂexibility matrix to portray the displacement pattern of the structure per unit
force applied. This allows damage events (increases in ﬂexibility/decreases in stiffness) to be assessed
uniformly throughout the structure and also enhances localisation. However, MFM’s performance
suffers when subjected to ambient or unknown conditions, as mass-normalised mode shapes require
the load effect to be known in advance. Some studies have attempted to mass-normalise dynamic
mode shapes extracted from ambient vibration in an effort to utilise MFM’s superior damage detection
and localisation sensitivity [67,68], but these methods carry a considerable level of uncertainty through
having no prior knowledge of the force input data.
Equation (5) portrays the stiffness/ﬂexibility relationship, where { f } and {y} are the load vector
and displacement vector, respectively, and [k ] and [ G ] are the stiffness matrix and ﬂexibility matrix,
respectively, that have been mass normalised. Equation (6) furthers portrays how the ﬂexibility matrix
is computed, where [ψ] is the mass-normalised mode shape matrix, [Λ] is the measured eigenvalue
matrix, ωi is the ith modal frequency, and {ψ}i is the ith mode shape vector.

{ f } = [k]{y} → {y} = [k]−1 { f } = [ G ]{ f }
[ G ] ≈ [ψ][Λ]−1 [ψ] T ≈

m

1

∑ ω2 {ψ}i {ψ}iT

i =1

i

(5)
(6)

Further examples of modal ﬂexibility used in Structural Health Monitoring (SHM can be found in
Zhang & Aktan [69], who incorporated the use of the modal curvature method to monitor changes
in ﬂexibility. They proposed that damage events that reduce stiffness and increase ﬂexibility would
also increase local curvature in the same location, and by combining both methods, damage sensitivity
would be increased. Lu et al. [70] tested the MFM and its curvature hybrid technique on a beam and
determined that modal ﬂexibility is very sensitive to local damage; however, in cases where numerous
damage scenarios were introduced, the resulting ﬂexibility peaks merged together, making localisation
difﬁcult. Furthermore, they noted that multiple damage events of varying magnitudes resulted in
ﬂexibility changes in locations other than the damage location. However, they found that the hybrid
ﬂexibility curvature method produced superior results in locating closely distributed damage and
discerning between different magnitudes of damage events.
2.1.7. Summation of Modal-Based Damage Sensitive Features

The present section has detailed the development and varied performance results of numerous
modal-based DSFs used in a bridge-related SHM. Many comparative studies have been conducted
to assess the aforementioned modal parameters against each other, such as Talebinejad et al. [71],
who applied COMAC, DIM, MCM, and MFM to a FE model of a cable-stayed bridge subjected to
varying degrees of excitation and noise. It was found that only large damage events were detected,
as noise contamination reduced damage sensitivity. Ndambi et al. [72] performed laboratory tests on
RC beams using frequencies, MAC, COMAC, MFM, and DIM. They found that COMAC and DIM
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performed well in regard to damage localisation, although damage development was not incrementally
detected correctly, meaning that the quantiﬁcation of damage was not possible.
Cruz & Salgado [73] also investigated mode shapes, MCM, & MFM using a simulated model
of a composite bridge and real vibration data from a progressive damage test. For the simulated
model, all assessed parameters detected and located damage when no noise was present. When noise
was added, damage detection and localisation performance diminished considerably for all DSFs.
For the real data, it was noted that clear changes were evident in higher modes when damage was
introduced; however, lower modes did not exhibit much variation despite the presence of severe
damage. It was noted that MCM and MFM demonstrated the greatest detection and localisation
capabilities. Fan & Qiao [74] echoed many of these ﬁndings in their assessment of frequencies, mode
shapes, MCM, and DIM, with superior damage sensitivity observed for higher modes, particularly for
modal curvature-based parameters, and a diminished performance overall when subjected to noise.
They concluded that many of the assessed damage features were not reliable for damage detection and
that many spatial parameters produced only rough estimations of damage location in the absence of
advanced signal processing techniques.
In summation, the modal-based DSFs evaluated within have been shown to be susceptible
to noise contamination and perform inconsistently when comparatively assessed in groups. Also,
the assumption of linear stationary structural vibration response made by most frequency domain
transforms used to obtain modal-based DSFs may not always be suited to real-World applications,
as vehicle-induced excitations on damaged bridges can be highly non-stationary in nature. Having said
this, natural frequencies can provide a simple high-level assessment of structures of regular geometry,
while mode shapes and their derivatives can deliver useful spatial information when provided with
sufﬁcient sensor numbers and low noise levels.
2.2. Problematic Effects of Environmental & Operational Conditions

External conditions affect changes to a bridge’s stiffness and mass that in turn vary its
modal parameters. Temperature causes expansion and contraction, resulting in observed daily
frequency shifts of 5% and seasonal shifts of well over 10% due to temperature ﬂuctuations [75–78].
Moisture content can also alter the temperature’s effect, which Peeters & De Roeck’s [75] discovered
when a bi-linear distribution of modal frequencies was observed for the Z-24 Bridge centred around
freezing point; the cause of which was attributed to the freezing moisture content in the bridge deck
and supports, which contributed to the global stiffness of the structure.
Generally, an increase in temperature will cause modal frequencies to drop, with ﬂexural modes
being more sensitive than torsional modes [79]. Changes in frequency due to temperature can often
be mistaken for structural damage [80,81] and, in some cases, can also mask true damage events,
as Farrar et al. [82] discovered when investigating a bridge girder subjected to incrementally induced
damage events. The expectations of the assessment were that the inﬂicted damage would reduce the
girder’s stiffness and thus reduce its natural frequencies. However, the actual observed results did not
match expectations; instead, the girder’s natural frequency rose for the ﬁrst two damage scenarios,
before falling. It was later discovered that the ambient temperature in the laboratory caused the initial
increase in the girder’s frequency.
Daily operational variability can be a more dominant driver of frequency ﬂuctuation than daily
environmental variability [83], with over 5% of daily frequency ﬂuctuation being due to the operational
conditions observed [84]. Kim et al. [85] observed that mass variations induced by trafﬁc loading
affect shorter span bridges much more than stiffness variations induced by environmental conditions,
as shorter span bridges are less susceptible to ambient excitations. In another study, Kim et al. [86]
demonstrated that natural frequency variations due to trafﬁc loads were almost negligible for middle
to long span bridges. This is due to the mass ratio between the overall bridge structure and the vehicle,
and implies that heavier bridges are less affected by variations in mass, which has been reiterated by
numerous authors [87–90].
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Other concerns regarding operational conditions relate to their fatigue inducing stress cycles in
welded connections. Alcover et al. [91] highlighted that this issue is of particular interest in orthotropic
steel decks, where their complex geometry coupled with the stochastic nature of trafﬁc loads result
in complex stress ﬁelds. Song and Ding [92] observed a highly linear correlation between the trafﬁc
volume and number of stress cycles in orthotropic steel deck joints, especially for rib-to-deck welded
joints. A similar correlation between stress amplitude and ambient temperature was also observed
and attributed to temperature-induced changes in asphalt material properties.
Trafﬁc-induced modal variation can be considered to occur in both static and dynamic form.
Static variations can be directly related to mass; however, trafﬁc-induced dynamic variation has been
shown to be nonlinear and can decrease with an increasing load effect [93]. This further complicates
the vibration-based monitoring of in-service bridges, as perceived changes in a bridge’s modal
parameters may actually be the interaction response of a healthy bridge with a passing vehicle [85].
This relationship is difﬁcult to discern, as it is based on a number of variable factors such as, vehicle
weight, velocity, number of vehicles, bridge weight, and temperature. Furthermore, Brady et al. [94]
observed that the ampliﬁcation of frequency response due to a single passing vehicle is considerably
more than for two vehicles simultaneously passing in opposite directions, thereby indicating the
inﬂuence of vehicle direction. In a subsequent study, O’Brien et al. [95] allocated the cause of this
phenomenon to single vehicle crossing behaviour mirroring a bridge’s ﬁrst mode shape pattern, thus
amplifying the dynamic response. Other, more complex bridge trafﬁc crossing events, where vehicle
locations and velocities are such that they induce dynamic ampliﬁcation, are much less probable.
Considering the number, complexity, and uniqueness of the environmental and operational
conditions that affect the dynamic response of an individual bridge, it is evident that a perfect
multivariate, nonlinear model is unattainable for every bridge. Therefore, damage detection
methodologies should be designed to either compensate for or eliminate the most prevailing effects
of these variables. It is clear that the failure to remove these inﬂuences will result in the DSFs being
sensitive to more than just damage.
3. Advancements and Alternatives to Modal-Based Damage Identiﬁcation

A number of shortcomings relating to modal-based DSFs were highlighted within the previous
section regarding their consistency, robustness, and suitability for mass application to bridge networks.
For purposes of clarity, the discussed challenges and shortcomings of traditional modal-based DSFs
can be separated into three categories, as show below. Recent advancements and novel alternatives to
these three areas of contention form the discussion basis of the present section.
1.
2.
3.

Problematic inﬂuence of environmental & operational effects;
Inefﬁcient utilization of machine learning algorithms for damage detection;
Over-reliance on modal-based damage sensitive features.

3.1. Advancements to Environmental & Operational Challenges

Environmental and operational conditions can signiﬁcantly alter a bridge’s modal parameters, to
a point where damage events can be masked. Most problematic of such variables is temperature [89],
with many techniques having been developed over the years dedicated to estimating and mitigating
its inﬂuence; generally through various data normalisation techniques, see Sohn [90] and Xia et al. [96].
The present section details techniques that can be employed when environmental and operational data
is available (regression models) and when it is not (pattern recognition). Additional advancements
in operational speciﬁc challenges such as real-time trafﬁc estimation and the non-stationarity of
trafﬁc-induced vibration are also covered within.
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To accurately estimate temperature inﬂuence, it must be recorded with the intention to utilise both
its spatial and temporal evolution. Bridges subjected to large daily temperature variations will exhibit
greater spatial thermal gradients, while larger bridges will take longer to respond to temperature
ﬂuctuations and will thus have greater temporal thermal gradients.
While spatial thermal gradients can be determined with additional thermocouples as shown by
Cornwell et al. [77], temporal thermal gradients require the implementation of a regression model,
such as least squares, that ﬁts a linear equation to the variable relationship. Multi-linear regression
models provide a suitable option for most bridge types and environments, as shift changes in frequency
due to sub-zero temperatures can be modelled. Generally, a regression error value of circa 5% is used
to reduce the effect of erroneous data, as seen in [97]. Dervilis et al. [98] employed a multivariate linear
regression method called the Least Trimmed Square (LTS) estimator, which is fashioned upon the
popular least squares approach, but incorporates an initial screening procedure called a Concentration
step (C-step) [99]. The C-step is an iterative process that ﬁnds the minimum determinate of a number
of data subsets, with the aim of identifying the sub-scatter of highest density that is most representative
of the data. This allows for erroneous data points or outliers to be removed before the linear regression
model is ﬁtted. In this way, the LTS is less sensitive to local variations and dubious data. Vanlanduit
et al. [100] also employed the same technique to increase their regression model’s robustness when
used in conjunction with Single Value Decomposition (SVD) for damage detection. Their subsequent
comparison with standard linear regression techniques showed that the inclusion of a screening stage
such as the C-step improves the accuracy of the model and subsequent damage detection.
More complex regression models may incorporate a polynomial curved ﬁt as per Ding and
Li [101], whose polynomial regression model exhibited an excellent capability in regard to mapping
daily averaged output-only modal frequency variability using daily averaged temperature ﬂuctuations
in a long-span suspension bridge. The authors used daily averaged values to reduce the effect
of random modal variations that arise from the modal identiﬁcation algorithm being subjected to
non-stationary loading. Their success could also be partly attributed to their utilisation of the Iterative
Windowed Curve-ﬁtting Method (IWCM), instead of the standard peak peaking method for modal
frequency identiﬁcation. The IWCM is a frequency domain curve ﬁtting technique that overcomes
spectral bias errors that occur in standard frequency domain analyses, caused by the attenuation of
values around spectral peaks. It achieves this by applying the same window function used on the time
domain data to the resulting frequency domain data, as per Macdonald [102].
3.1.2. Pattern Recognition Methods

One drawback of many data normalisation techniques is the requirement of environmental or
operational data which may not be available. In this case, Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
may potentially be employed by considering the ﬁrst principle components as representative of
environmental-induced variation. If these principle components are removed, one should be left
with a dataset representing the true behaviour of only the bridge. Yan et al. [103] implemented this
technique using simulated linear data and, later, pricewise linear data [104], by increasing the PCA
model order to account for the nonlinear response to sub-zero temperatures. The premise of this
technique lies in utilising PCA’s dimensionality reduction capabilities in a novel way. It is considered
that environmental variables (temperature, wind, humidity, water level, etc.) or operational variables
(vehicle speed and mass distribution) will each increase the dimensionality of the measured vibration
signal. The number of dimensions can be identiﬁed via PCA by counting the non-zero eigenvalues of
the covariance matrix [105], which represent the variables’ unique, shared erroneous variance [106].
Once identiﬁed, one can remove the environmental and operational inﬂuences, without the need to
physically measure them. This method may be slightly subjective and has been shown to be sensitive
to noise, but can be considered as an alternative for linear problems when no recorded environmental
data is available.
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Similar to PCA, Factor Analysis (FA) has been shown to reveal linear dependencies and
correlations between multiple variables in a dataset [107], for example, natural frequencies. However,
instead of directly measuring the overall variance like PCA, FA assumes that there are a smaller
number of underlying, unobservable factors called “latent common factors” ([ξ ] in Equation (7)) which
are assumed to be independent with zero mean and unit variance that describe the variables’ inﬂuence
on the data. The number of latent common factors is limited in number to the number of variables
in [ X ], and each one attains a “factor load” [Λ] which quantiﬁes their inﬂuence and allows for their
removal. Each factor load is equivalent to a principal component multiplied by the square root of the
corresponding singular value. Once the latent common factors [ξ ] and factor loads [Λ] are removed
from the measured variables [ X ], the remaining data are known as “unique factors” [ε], which should
be a diagonal matrix of independent variables that are unaffected by environmental and operational
effects, and as such, can be used for damage detection purposes [108]. As this is a supervised machine
learning methodology, sufﬁcient training data is required for a successful application that captures
all expected daily and seasonal variations. Deraemaeker et al. [109] successfully implemented this
technique in their assessment of output-only vibration-based damage detection under changing
environmental conditions.
(7)
[ X ] = [Λ][ξ ] + [ε]

Lämsä & Raiko [110] advanced the theory of FA in SHM to cater for non-linearities by
incorporating linear FA into a Neural Network (NN) type format that allows multiple linear factor
models within each measured variable. Both Lämsä & Raiko [110] and Kulla [108] assessed non-linear
FA on the Z-24 Bridge and concluded that it is a feasible damage detection methodology and that it is
less susceptible to over-ﬁtting-related issues when compared to other non-linear methods. However,
it should be noted that although FA assumes that the latent common factors are independent of each
other and Gaussian in nature, this is not always the case in reality, as it is known that temperature and
humidity are correlated and not all environmental and operational variables are normally distributed.
In the case of non-linear environmental effects, a Non-Linear Principle Component Analysis
(NLPCA) may be employed, of which there are numerous variations. Hsu and Loh [111] implemented
a NLPCA method based upon the use of an Auto-Associative Neural Network (AANN), originally
developed by Kramer [112], which uses a ﬁve-layer mapping-network whose output pattern is identical
to its input pattern. The ﬁve layers consist of an input layer of measured variables, a sigmoid nodal
mapping layer that projects the inputs onto the following feature-space bottleneck layer of linear
transfer nodes which act as the nonlinear principle components, followed by a second sigmoid
de-mapping layer that ﬁnally projects the non-linear principle components back into their original
form. Once trained, the AANN is validated with undamaged data, resulting in Gaussian residual errors
which can be used to determine a damage threshold for subsequent unknown input measurements.
The authors tested the method on a synthetic bridge model considering nonlinear environmental effects
(temperature gradient and frozen supports) and modal identiﬁed stiffness’s as inputs. They found
that the method was capable of detecting and quantifying introduced damage, without the need to
measure environmental factors.
Another method of NLPCA is Kernel Principle Component Analysis (KPCA), which incorporates
a kernel function that non-linearly maps the measured variables into a higher-dimensional linear
space where normal PCA can be conducted. The kernel function describes the distribution of the
data using Gaussian or extreme value distribution parameters. The successful application of KPCA
was carried out by Nguyen et al. [113], who used a Gaussian kernel on modal parameters obtained
from a progressive damage test conducted on the Champangshiehl Bridge in Luxembourg under
varying environmental and soil effects. Oh et al. [114] implemented KPCA on recorded hanger
tensions from the in-service Yeongjong Grand Bridge in Seoul, using a Gaussian kernel to characterise
the nonlinear relationship between the hanger tensions and the unmeasured environmental and
operational conditions, prior to using extreme value statistics for successful abnormality identiﬁcation.
In a comparative study of PCA-based algorithms for damage detection under nonlinear conditions,
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Santos et al. [115,116] concluded that KPCA-based algorithms produced fewer false-positives, without
signiﬁcantly increasing false-negative detections when compared to standard PCA and NLPCA.
The speciﬁcation of two parameters is necessary for KPCA; the ﬁrst is the kernel width, which
represents the standard deviation of the kernel, while the second is the number of principle components
extracted. These parameters have a profound effect on the performance, as the number of principal
components is correlated to the number of environmental and operational parameters and the overall
variance of the data. Recently, Reynders et al. [117] proposed a methodology of automatically selecting
these two parameters through ﬁrst employing Shannon’s information entropy to maximize the matrix
of mapped output correlations, as per Widjaja et al. [118], to attain an accurate kernel width value,
before selecting the number of principle components that represent almost all of the environmental
and operational variability.
Additional instances of neural network-based algorithms being successfully applied to bridges
under variable environmental conditions include Li et al.’s [119] use of NN’s to assess modal
parameters under varying wind and temperature effects. They concluded that natural frequencies and
damping ratios are dramatically affected by wind and temperature, while mode-shape sensitivity was
insigniﬁcant. Jin et al. [120] analysed a composite steel girder bridge (Meriden Bridge) to determine
the frequency/temperature relationship and to attempt to detect damage under severe temperature
ﬂuctuations and operational conditions. They combined time-series analysis with an Autoregressive
Neural Network (ANN). The frequency/temperature relationship for the ﬁrst seven modes was
analyzed using an auto-correlation function and a cross-correlation function, which showed that all
seven modes attain very similar relationships with temperature. This allowed the authors to reduce the
number of input variables required to train the ANN for the purposes of structural damage detection.
Comparative results with a multi-linear regression model showed that the ANN prediction method
produced fewer error values overall than the multi-linear regression model.
Jin et al. [121] conducted further work on the Meriden Bridge in a study that aimed to model
the frequency-temperature relationship using an extended Kalman ﬁlter for NN learning, which
attains a superior convergence speed and success than other common NN training algorithms,
such as back propagation. The extended Kalman ﬁlter works as a second-order algorithm for
recursive state estimation in nonlinear dynamic systems, and as NN training can be considered
as a nonlinear estimation problem, the two work together in synergy. Comparison results against
a multi-linear regression model produced fewer error vales and demonstrated the potential for real-time
monitoring applications.
3.1.3. Advancements to Operational Speciﬁc Challenges

An accurate determination of environmental and operational conditions is an important aspect of
bridge SHM and can require substantial instrumentation, particularly for operational speciﬁc variables.
Recently, Fiber Bragg Grated (FBG) sensors have be employed as strain and temperature sensors,
as Kaloop et al. [122] demonstrated on the Fu-Sui Bridge in China, who obtained temperature data
and trafﬁc volume in real-time. For temperature measurements, the dynamic strain histories were
passed through a smoothing low-pass moving average ﬁlter, which produces low frequency strain
evolution that is directly correlated with recorded temperatures. For trafﬁc volume measurements,
results from previous ﬁndings [123,124] showed that trafﬁc-induced strain ﬂuctuations were shown to
be identiﬁable as peak impulses in dynamic strain histories. Therefore, Kaloop et al. set out to isolate
the trafﬁc-induced strain ﬂuctuations from the FBG sensors by ﬁrst applying a wavelet decomposition
ﬁlter to the original strain measurements to enhance the resolution. Then, a simple low-pass moving
average ﬁlter was applied to smooth out the trafﬁc impulses. Vehicle passages were then identiﬁed
by extracting the impulses within the residual leftover between the ﬁltered and smoothed strains.
The vehicle type was determined based on the thresholds applied to the strain impulses. Over the
course of the monitoring campaign, the trafﬁc volume of the Fu-Sui Bridge was deemed to have
increased by 55%.
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The utilization of the Hilbert-Huang Transformation’s (HHT) [125] ability to decompose
non-stationary and non-linear signals into instantaneous frequency and energy has recently seen
a rise in popularity, with Chen et al. [126] compiling a comprehensive review on its application in SHM.
The HHT is a two-step process that ﬁrstly consists of a decomposition stage called Empirical Mode
Decomposition (EMD) [125], whereby the raw vibration signal is transformed into multiple vibration
signals of equal duration known as Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs). EMD employs a “shifting
process” to separate time series composed of frequencies in decreasing order, with the ﬁrst IMF
generally composed of high frequency noise that can be rejected. The remaining IMFs should portray
the dominant frequencies of the system, such as instantaneous modal frequencies. Unlike Fourier-based
transformations, EMD’s empirical methodology allows the nonlinear characteristics of the raw signal
to be maintained, which is beneﬁcial for the assessment of trafﬁc-induced vibration.
In fact, the utilization of the EMDs alone can yield identiﬁcation of structural damage based on
changes to its intrinsic mode functions’ curvature [127]. Additionally, many SHM applications of
the HHT have been conducted on data obtained from numerical models [128] and laboratory-based
experiments [129]. However, recent research by Moughty & Casas [130] has focused on the potential of
using the HHT to detect early stage damage in bridges subjected to operational loading. The premise
of the application of HHT in this way stems from the fact that the majority of bridges are designed to
behave linear-elastically under operational design loads, which implies that healthy bridges subjected
to normal operational conditions should produce a nonlinear, but stationary dynamic response.
However, the presence of damage will induce nonlinear-inelastic structural behavior, resulting in
signal non-stationarity that should be identiﬁable in the HHT spectrum. The SHM beneﬁt of this
method over other frequency domain transformations that assume stationarity is that earlier damage
detection may be possible, as vehicle loading may momentarily induce a modal frequency change
(non-stationarity), which would be otherwise masked in Fourier type transforms.
3.2. Advancements to Machine Learning Methodologies for Damage Indentiﬁcation

As detailed for most modal-based damage features, their drawback predominantly stems
from their susceptibility to environmental and operational inﬂuences; however, given the recent
advancements in removing environmental and operational inﬂuences, as detailed in Section 3.1,
more reliable damage feature sets can now be extracted. The ﬁnal step is to implement a suitable
outlier detection algorithm to separate damaged parameters from those of which are undamaged.
Mahalanobis Squared-Distance (MSD) [131] is a common Gaussian-based multivariate outlier
detection technique used in SHM that’s based on detecting divergences from the mean and covariance
matrix of a training dataset. The MSD is determined as per Equation (8), where { X }ζ is the potential
& (
outlier, X is the mean of the training data, and [Σ] is the covariance matrix of the training data.
The success of the MSD is dependent on clean Gaussian distributed data of a sufﬁcient sample size
and/or number of variables, so that a reliable threshold value can be determined.
& ( T
& (
Dζ = ({ X }ζ − X ) [Σ]−1 ({ X }ζ − X )

(8)

An example of the MSD in use in bridge SHM can be seen in Chang & Kim’s [132] modal
comparative study, where multiple damage features (frequencies, MAC, COMAC. and modal damping)
were extracted for the ﬁrst four modes from vibration data induced by a moving vehicle on a steel
truss bridge subjected to four progressively induced damage scenarios. Initially, each feature was
assessed individually per mode using the MSD. This provided mixed results, with damping ratios
exhibiting almost no discernible damage sensitivity for any mode or damage scenario, while the other
features managed slightly better, but exhibited little consistently across all modes.
Chang & Kim [132] went on to demonstrate how the results can improve if a number of modal
parameters are considered simultaneously per mode, and even further so if combined across all
four modes. This method of feature stacking increases the dimensionality of the damage feature
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assessed and allows the utilisation of MSD’s multivariate capacity. However, to successfully use
MSD in this way requires a standardisation of the various damage features so that their covariance
matrices are comparable in scale. For this, the authors used an adapted MSD algorithm known as the
Mahalanobis-Taguchi System (MTS) [133]. The MTS is an efﬁcient supervised learning method that
sorts and removes variables in a multidimensional pattern recognition problem by using signal-to-noise
ratios and orthogonal arrays to quantify each variable’s contribution. This can be particularly beneﬁcial
when using multiple modal parameters for damage detection that exhibit inconsistent damage
sensitivity when individually assessed. Unknown or damaged data is ﬁrst normalised using the
healthy data’s mean and standard deviation. Although it has not seen much use in the SHM ﬁeld as of
yet, it has been widely used in medical diagnosis studies that consider a large number of variables.
One comparative study [134] used a cancer diagnosis problem to assess MTS’s performance to that of
a Neural Network’s and found that the MTS classiﬁcation accuracy was higher than that of the NN
overall, whilst also being much faster and having identiﬁed three variables for removal.
A further advancement to the standard MSD is to pair it with the Minimum Covariance
Determinate (MCD) estimator [99] that mitigates the uncertainty regarding the presence of outliers in
training data. It achieves this by using an iterative process of subdividing the data into two groups and
calculating their determinate in order to refocus the covariance matrix on the mode of the total dataset
instead of the mean. The assumption of Gaussian distribution still holds for the data, but allows
outliers to be ignored. This is particularly useful in damage detection scenarios as the inclusion of
outliers in training data can mask the occurrence of damage events. Dervilis et al. [98] successfully
employed the MSD in conjunction with the MCD to separate environmental- and operational-induced
variations from real damage on the Z-24 Bridge.
Another robust geometry-based outlier detection technique is the Minimum Volume Enclosing
Ellipsoid (MVEE) [135]. The MVEE algorithm’s aim is to determine the ellipsoid of minimum volume
that will enclose the data. It is based on convex optimisation via conditional gradient estimation that
results in the data being surrounded by an elliptical boundary whose centre vector is determined by
that which will produce the minimum volume. It is an iterative process that involves varying the
centre location {c} and symmetric matrix [ A] to attain a volume E, as per Equation (9). The volume is
subsequently minimised via Equation (10), where u0 is the volume of a unit hypersphere.
E = ({ X } ∈ R ({ x } − {c}) T [ A] ({ x } − {c}) ≤ 1)
vol ( E) = /

u0
det([ A])

(9)

(10)

In terms of the performance assessment of the above algorithms, there have been a few assessment
reviews conducted. Dervilis et al. [136] assessed the performance of the MSD, MCD, and MVEE
algorithms on the Z-24 Bridge that included environmental variations. Their study showed that the
MCD outperformed the MSD in terms of damage sensitivity and resolution; however, the MVEE
produced signiﬁcantly better results than both. Figueiredo et al. [137] used AR model parameters to
review the performance of a number of popular machine learning algorithms such as, MSD, Factor
Analysis (FA), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), and Auto-Associative Neural Network (AANN).
From this, it was deemed that MSD gave the best results in terms of performance, speed, and simplicity.
3.3. Non-Modal Damage Sensitive Features

Due to many modal-based DSFs’ sensitivity to environmental and operational conditions,
in addition to their various extraction challenges, there has been an increase in damage detection
and identiﬁcation assessments that utilise non-modal-based DSFs. The majority of these non-modal
features can be subdivided into two classes; vibration-based and time-series-based, some of which are
highlighted herein.
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Vibration-based DSFs are parameters extracted from raw accelerations that generally measure
a variant of vibration energy or another vibration property. The premise of this lies in the fact that as
the bridge is damaged, it needs to resist external loading using more kinetic energy as it attains less
potential energy.
Moughty & Casas [138] assessed the damage sensitivity of a number of vibration parameters
extracted from a progressive damage test on the S101 Bridge in Austria subjected to ambient
excitation [139]. The parameters assessed were: Max Peak-to-Peak Acceleration; Sustained Maximum
Acceleration [140]; Mean Period [141]; Mean Frequency; Cumulative Absolute Velocity [142];
Arias Intensity [143]; Destructive Potential Factor [144]; and Vibration Intensity (in Vibrars) [145].
The authors employed the MSD outlier detection algorithm in conjunction with the MCD estimator
to mitigate the uncertainties regarding sources of ambient vibration and to ensure that the training
data were not corrupted by outliers. The results showed that vibration energy-based parameters
exhibit considerable damage sensitivity, which can be further ampliﬁed through the incorporation of
a frequency-based denominator, as in the case of Destructive Potential Factor and Vibration Intensity
(in Vibrars).
In the study by Meixedo et al. [146], damage indicators were defined and tested based on the deck
accelerations under action of operation forces designed as moving loads in a 2-D FE model. A parametric
study assessed a number of vibration parameters such as the maximum peak amplitude, minimum
peak amplitude, standard deviation, and sum of squared differences between baseline acceleration
and damaged acceleration. The results showed that many of the vibration-based DSFs possess strong
damage sensitivity and the potential for damage localisation and quantification. Kaloop & Hu [147]
assessed a number of pattern recognition-based damage identification algorithms using vibration
data from the Yonghe Bridge. They determined that acceleration amplitude was quite responsive
to damage and it was concluded that this method had the potential for online damage detection
due to its ease of application. This conclusion echoed similar findings by Casas & Rodrigues [148],
who observed a correlation between peak acceleration amplitude and the existence of damage in a group
of assessed bridges.
Santos et al. [149] implemented a baseline-free method of damage detection using symbolic data
analysis (SDA) to reduce raw vibration data collected from the Samora Machel Bridge into smaller
representative sets of statistical signiﬁcant components such as interquartile intervals. The authors
observed that the interquartile intervals attained enough damage sensitivity to accurately detect
changes in the bridge condition over time. The dynamic cloud clustering algorithm was employed
in the study, which is a more efﬁcient adaptation of the popular k-means clustering algorithm;
however, due to the methodology’s tendency to converge to local minima, a cluster validation step
was introduced to ensure robustness. It consists of computing a set of indices for each identiﬁed cluster
that describes their density and location. Subsequent identiﬁed clusters are then compared to the
indices obtained to determine the most likely number of clusters.
Limongelli [150,151] proposed a non-modal based damage detection technique, known as the
Interpolation Damage Detection Method (IDDM). It operates by deﬁning a damage index in terms
of expected, or reference, deformed shapes calculated from Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) to
monitor bridge condition. By using deformed shapes as a damage indicator, one can take advantage
of concentrated vibration amplitude irregularities to detect and locate damage, as other authors
have successfully achieved [152,153], while others focused on the variation of deformed shape
curvatures to detect damage [154–156], the latter using a cubic polynomial to represent curvatures.
Dilena et al. [157] extended this concept through the incorporation of a cubic polynomial spline
interpolation function, applied to the deformed shapes to extenuate deformations. This method
allows spatial abnormalities to be detected without requiring a curvature calculation, which would
innately contain errors via the double differentiation process. Higher interpolation errors indicate
a greater likelihood of damage, which requires the IDDM to apply a probabilistic means of damage
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determination so that only interpolation errors that are greater than a pre-determined threshold are
deemed as probable damage events.
Dilena et al. [157] assessed the IDDM’s performance against the MCM on a single span RC bridge
under forced harmonic vibration subjected to incremental damage at various locations. The results
showed that the IDDM is consistently capable of detecting, locating, and tracking the evolution
of damage; however, its performance is dependent on the threshold value chosen and on sensor
distribution. When compared to the MCM results, the IDDM fairs quite well. The MCM demonstrated
good sensitivity to damage for the ﬁrst two vibration modes, but became less accurate thereafter. This is
most probably due to the requirement of a denser array of sensors for accurate modal curvatures at
higher modes. The IDDM requires fewer sensors than the MCM by reliably detecting and locating
damage. However, IDDM assumes that all sources of vibration will equally cause all locations to
produce the same variation in interpolation error, which may not be suitable for all bridge applications.
3.3.2. Time Series Based Damage Sensitive Features

Auto-Regressive (AR) models and their common adaptations (ARMA and ARMAX) are very
versatile tools that can be used instead of modal parameters to extract DSFs such as residual errors
or AR model parameters, provided that a suitable model order is selected [158]. Given the present
paper’s aim and scope, the reader is advised to inquire the following publications for a more detailed
account of AR type models’ theoretical base [159,160]. However, it is important to note that their
damage sensitivity arises from the assumption of stationarity, which allows for the detection of
nonlinear behaviour in the vibration data by inducing changes in the residual errors and/or model
parameters [161]. Residual errors are assumed to be Gaussian and are assessed using Gaussian-based
outlier detection techniques such as MSD [162,163] or Gaussian mixture models [164]. Multiple sensor
locations may be used for the purposes of damage localisation; however, prior to ﬁtting the models,
the sensor data must be normalised in order to remove variable external condition inﬂuences such as
trafﬁc and temperature, so that all signals have similar statistical characteristics. The common method
of normalising sensor data for the purpose of AR model ﬁtting is to apply Equation (11) to the sensor
data, where the normalised data ( xnorm ) is determined from the time series’ mean (μi ) and standard
deviation (σi ) applied to each time step ( xi (t)). This also produces a much more stationary signal that
is suitable for AR type models.
x ( t ) − μi
xnorm = i
(11)
σi

Mei & Gül [165] developed a novel ARMAX model that can identify changes in both stiffness and
mass separately using output-only data by applying the ARMAX model to the standard equation of
motion. Two sets of ARMAX models were constructed for the veriﬁcation process; one for a baseline
state and another for the damaged state. The percentage differences of the two model’s ARMAX
coefﬁcients are taken as damage features. Their methodology was veriﬁed by two numerical models;
one consisting of a 4-DOF mass/spring system, and the other being the IASC-ASCE benchmark
problem [166] of a multi-story structure with incremental damage applied. The results show that the
proposed methodology could consistently detect, locate, and quantify changes in mass and stiffness,
independently of one another. This is due to the fact that the mass and stiffness are separated into
the denominator and the numerator in the developed model. However, a real-world application is
required to determine its true robustness, particularly under varying environmental conditions.
Chatzi & Spiridonakos [167] proposed another time-series-based damage detection model that
incorporates environmental data and a full numerical model of the structure that extrapolates expected
behaviour so that the assessed vibration response can be deemed normal or abnormal. The method
is known as Polynomial Chaos Nonlinear Auto-Regressive with eXogenous input (PC-NARX) [168].
The Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) allows the parameters to be characterised as random variables,
for example; acceleration time histories are represented by their Probability Density Function (PDF)
parameters, so that measured vibration data can be handled as a set of random variables. This
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speeds up subsequent runtimes considerably, as large acceleration data sets can be reduced to a few
representative values. Likewise, this methodology caters for the inclusion of structural uncertainty,
by allowing structural properties and dimensions to be included in the numerical model as PDF
variables. The PC-NARX then predicts the dynamic response of a structure through a process
called meta-modelling. Validation of the PC-NARX was conducted by comparing its predictions
and simulation speed to that of an FE model. A normalised one-step-ahead prediction error of 0.0074%
was obtained by PC-NARX with a simulation speed 100 times faster than that of the FE model.
The ability of the PC-NARX to accurately predict the dynamic response of a structure under varying
environmental conditions implies that it should also be able to discern damage events by monitoring
the magnitude of its prediction errors, which are assumed to be Gaussian.
Cross et al. [169,170] introduced the use of cointegration into SHM that can be used to remove the
environmental and operational effects from non-stationary raw time series data for the purposes of
damage detection. Cointegration is determined when two or more non-stationary time series form
a stationary process are linearly combined, with the stipulation that both original time series must
share the same degree of non-stationarity to begin with. It is commonly used in econometric analysis;
however, it can also be applied to multi-sensor data in a SHM context. A maximum likelihood approach
known as the Johansen Procedure [171] is used to identify the most stationary linear combination of
the non-stationary variables possible. The resulting stationary process is referred to as a residual and
will remain stationary, regardless of environmental conditions, until the linear relationship between
the two cointegrated variables changes, which will induce a non-stationary change to the residual
and may indicate the presence of damage. The methodology has recently been advanced to cater for
non-linear cointegration through the use of Gaussian process regression as a cointegrating function that
builds non-linear cointegrating relationships between variables [172]. The nonlinear adaptation was
applied to real data from the Z-24 Bridge in Switzerland and successfully eliminated environmental
and operational effects without the need to measure them, while also demonstrating considerable
damage sensitivity.
4. Summary

The present paper began by detailing the development and application of a wide array of
modal-based DSFs that have become well known in SHM literature. These DSFs are supported by
a well-established theoretical base, but their application to real bridge structures have produced
inconsistent comparative results and highlighted a susceptibility to noise, particularly for the more
damage sensitive higher modes. Additionally, the assumption of linear stationary structural vibration
response made by common frequency domain transformations used to obtain modal-based DSFs may
not always be suited to real-World applications. The discussed shortcomings of modal-based DSFs in
SHM were characterised into three categories as shown below, which formed the subject topics of the
remaining sections of this paper.
1.
2.
3.

Problematic inﬂuence of environmental & operational effects;
Inefﬁcient utilization of machine learning algorithms for damage detection;
Over-reliance on modal-based damage sensitive features.

Much of the problematic inﬂuence of environmental variations on modal-based DSFs’
performance has been shown to be mitigated through the utilisation of carefully chosen multivariate
regression models or the suitable application of pattern recognition algorithms. Simple linear regression
models are not appropriate for locations of large temperature ﬂuctuations and humid conditions,
as freezing moisture content in bridge decks produces a nonlinear structural change. Multi-linear
regression models provide a suitable option for most bridge types, such as Dervilis et al.’s [98]
robust Least Trimmed Square estimator. More complex nonlinear regression models require sufﬁcient
environmental data measurements to insure the accuracy and may be prone to over-ﬁtting if not
suitably deﬁned.
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Research in the use of pattern recognition algorithms for the mitigation of environmental
and operational effects has produced positive results, without the need to measure such variables.
The utilisation of dimensionality reducing methodologies such as PCA and FA produce reliable
results in linear investigations (Yan et al. [103] and Deraemaeker et al. [109], respectively) and
provide a versatile platform for nonlinear applications (Lämsä & Raiko’s [110] non-linear FA
application on the Z24 bridge, Nguyen et al. [113]’s KPCA application on the Champangshiehl Bridge).
However, the careful selection of data distribution parameters and number of extracted principle
components/common factors is required for successful applications.
In terms of the operational-induced effects on modal-based DSFs, this paper highlighted the
caution of using frequency domain transformations that assume linear stationary structural response,
as the vehicle-induced vibration of damaged bridges can be highly non-linear and non-stationary.
For this reason, the authors highlighted the work by Moughty & Casas [130], who investigate the use
of HHT for the early stage damage detection in bridges subjected to operational loading.
The improvement and efﬁcient utilization of machine learning algorithms for damage detection
has been shown to improve the performance of modal-based DSFs. For instance, Chang & Kim’s [77]
use of the Mahalanobis-Taguchi System, which combines multiple modal-based DSFs at once to
enhance their collective damage sensitivity and performance consistency when applied to a steel truss
bridge subjected to vehicle induced excitation. Dervilis et al. [98,136] demonstrated the need for robust
methods of outlier detection for supervised learning techniques to ensure that training datasets are not
contaminated with outliers, by incorporating the Minimum Covariance Determinate and the Minimum
Volume Enclosing Ellipsoid into standard outlier detection methods on the Z-24 Bridge.
Finally, for the advancement of SHM in bridges, this paper emphasized the necessity to explore
and investigate alternative options to modal-based DSFs. In this regard, Moughty & Casas [138]
assessed numerous vibration-based DSFs on the S101 Bridge in Austria and discovered that DSFs
that incorporated a vibration energy variable with an empirical frequency denominator exhibited
signiﬁcant damage sensitivity and resolution. Vibration-based DSFs were also shown to be suitable
for use in real-time condition assessments by Santos et al. [149] through the use of robust online
clustering on the Samora Machel Bridge. For time-series-based DSFs, Cross et al. [169,170] exhibited
the Cointegration technique, which shows great potential for bridge SHM problems, as it is suitable for
non-stationary applications and has been recently advanced to nonlinear problems on the Z-24 Bridge.
Overall, the advancement of data processing techniques and an increased understanding of the
wider bridge SHM problem with all its challenges, modal-based or otherwise, is advancing the ﬁeld
towards numerous damage identiﬁcation solutions. To continue this course of progression toward
network-wide applications, it is preferable that researchers consider robust methods of investigation
and utilise real bridge data subjected to environmental and operational conditions where possible.
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